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The Era of Data Explosion 

§ Tremendous advances in cloud computing
➚Size of computing infrastructure grows rapidly 

§ Modern data centers are increasingly power-hungry
➚ Power/cooling cost of data center increased over 400% last decade
➚ IT equipment dominates the power consumption

§ Limiting server farm energy envelope is critical
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Server Farm Energy Inefficiency
§ Servers are typically provisioned to match peak load
➚ Server farms are often under-utilized (30% utilization is common)
➚Wasteful energy is spent in keeping extra servers active 

§ Today’s server lacks energy-proportionality
➚When active, server at 30% utilization consumes 60% of peak power
➚When idle, server consumes 20% ~ 55% of peak power
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Server Low-power States
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Exploration of Low Power States
§ Two illustrative policies
➚ The Active-Idle configuration

– Server alternates between active (C0) and idle state (C1)

➚ The Delay-Doze (τ=c) configuration
– Transitions among active (C0), shallow sleep (C6) and deep sleep 

(system sleep S3)
– Processor enters C6 when idle
– Wait for τ seconds in C6 before entering system sleep.
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Workload Adaptive Energy-Latency Optimization 
§ Optimize energy saving
➚Leverage system/processor low power states

§ Maintain QoS constraints 
➚Satisfy tail latency requirements (e.g.,90th percentile response time) 

§ Adaptive to distinct workload
➚Adjust energy saving strategies according to various workloads
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WASP Framework: Global Level
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WASP Framework: Local Level
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WASP Algorithm
§ Job scheduler dispatches jobs to schedulable servers
➚ Servers in active state but with free cores
➚ Server in idle state with delay timer not expired
➚ Job scheduler has a priority to select shallow sleep servers 
➚When no such sever available, select deep sleep servers

§ Parameters to set:
➚Ts: threshold (pending jobs per core) to put a server to sleep
➚Tw: threshold (pending jobs per core) to wake up a server
➚τ: waiting time threshold to enter system sleep state
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Simulation Setup
§ Developed an event-driven simulator
➚ Model job queuing in multi-core, multi-server system
➚ Models server processor and platform power
➚ Reports job response time and energy consumption statistics

§ The simulated server farm configuration
➚ 50 servers 
➚ Each core is able to serve one job at a time

§ Simulation settings
➚Small workload (average service time 1~10 ms, e.g., web services)
➚Large (average service time 100~200 ms, e.g., DNS services)
➚First 10,000 jobs are ignored for simulation warm-up
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Server Power Model
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approach where energy is optimized within individual do-
mains of servers with their own power managers. 2) Adopt
a hierarchical solution with multiple levels of global power
managers. We note that a distributed power management
approach may be more scalable with lower implementation
complexity compared to a hierarchical approach that may
involve longer latencies for decision making and higher book-
keeping overheads for the servers.

B. Adaptive Server Provisioning
Job arrival pattern may have local spikes (bursty), during

which the service latency may suffer, especially when the
servers are in low power modes. To mitigate this problem, we
provision a subset of servers in shallow sleep states dynam-
ically by setting their delay timer values to infinity. WASP
determines the number of provisioned servers dynamically
through measuring the current standard deviation in the job
arrival rate observed over a period of 2 minutes. Specifically,
the server provision module samples the number of arrivals
and calculates the utilization for each sample period (one
second in our current setting). It then uses the sampling
window to determine the standard deviation in the level of
system utilization. The module will provision a ⇥ stdev ⇥
number servers dynamically in shallow sleep state. a is a
tunable parameter. By default we set it to 3.0, since it typically
covers a vast majority of the population (e.g., more than 99%
of the population in Gaussian distribution).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform two sets of experiments: 1. simulations to
explore the Pareto-optimal energy-latency tradeoff as well
as corresponding Ts, Tw and t settings, and 2. prototype
implementation on a testbed with web server deployment. In
this section, we elaborate on the experimental setup for both
approaches.
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Fig. 3: Power profile of a 10-core Xeon E5 processor with C0-C1
and C0-C6 transition settings whenever the server is idle.1

A. Processor Power Profile and Server Power Model
We profile the power consumption of the Intel Xeon E-

5 processor [8] using Intel’s Running Average Power Limit

1We use a microbenchmark that can calibrate itself and occupy the core
based on required utilization settings. To occupy multiple cores, we run
multiple copies of this microbenchmark each pinned to a core.

TABLE II: Power (W) breakdown for a system with na active cores

Component
Core sleep

C1⇤
Core sleep

C6 †
Pkg. sleep

C6
System
sleep

CPU 33.0+3.1⇥
(na �1)

23.0+3.8⇥
(na �1) 8.3 8.3

RAM 10.8 10.8 4.9 1.4
Platform 45.5 45.5 23.6 4.8

Total Power 89.3+3.1⇥
(na �1)

79.3+3.8⇥
(na �1) 36.8 14.5

⇤ processor is active and the rest of the idle cores are in C1 state.
† processor is active and the rest of the idle cores are in C6 state.

TABLE III: Processor/System low-power states and wakeup latencies

Low-power State Wake-up latency
core sleep C1 10 µs
core sleep C6 82 µs

package sleep C6 1 ms
system sleep 5 s

(RAPL) interface. We build a customized cpuidle governor that
allows specified low-power state transitions. The processor is
programmed to transition between active state (C0) and low-
power state Cx (e.g., C1, C6). Figure 3 shows the measured
power consumption of the processor for two configurations:
C0-C1, C0-C6 and at utilization levels from 0% to 100%.
Using linear regression, a power model is built for the proces-
sor based on the sleep state selection and the number of active
cores at full utilization. Table II shows the power consumption
when a certain state is chosen for sleep mode. Table III shows
the wakeup latencies for various low-power states. Note that
the processor sleep state transition latencies are reported by
the Linux cpuidle driver [10].

B. Simulation Platform

WASP uses an event-driven simulator based on Big-
house [11] that models server farm workloads and multi-server
activity. We simulate a server farm with 100 ten-core servers
(by default). In all of our experimental results, we report the
steady state statistics by disregarding the warm-up period of
the first 10,000 jobs. In the simulation, we use short latency
(Web service-like) jobs with s = 4.2ms and long latency (DNS
service-like) jobs with s = 194ms as representatives based on
prior studies [9]. For each of the representative workloads, we
generate synthetic job arrivals with different utilization levels
(0.1 for low, 0.3 for average [2], and 0.6 for high). Random job
arrivals are modeled by Poisson process [5]. Besides synthetic
workload, we also perform simulation based on Wikipedia
traces.

C. Real System Experiments on Testbed

We deploy a testbed with a cluster of 10 application
servers together with one load-generating server and one
load-balancing server; all servers support Intelligent Power
Management Interface (IPMI) interface [12] for system-level
power monitoring. Each application server is configured with
the apache web service. The load generator keeps sending web
requests to the system according to real system traces (See
Section VI for further details).

na : the number of cores in active state
Core sleep C1 :  processor is active, idle cores are in c1 state
Core sleep C6 :  processor is active, idle cores are in c6 state
Pkg. sleep C6 : entire processor in C6 state

CPU power is based on linear regression model using power profiles 
for the Intel Xeon E5-2680 processor 
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Pareto-optimal Space Exploration
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Exploration Observations
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§ τ is independent of utilization levels, but is job-size 
dependent. 

§ Tw is independent of utilization levels. 

§ Ts values are independent of job execution latencies 
and utilization levels. 
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System Evaluation

11/20/2115

§ A cluster of 10 servers
➚Dell M1000e cluster

§ Each server is equipped with 12 cores
➚Dual-socket Intel X5650 processor
➚12GB DRAM
➚256GB Disk

§ Deployed with apache web service
➚Wikipedia and NLANR workload

§ QoS Goal: 90th percentile latency as 2x service time
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Energy Savings for Wikipedia Workload
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§ Workload Patterns
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Bursty NLANR workloads
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Energy Savings on Cluster
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Delay-Doze only achieves 9%~12% energy saving
WASP achieve 34%~40% energy saving compared to Active-Idle
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Conclusions
§ We proposed techniques that makes smart use of 
processor/system low-power 

§ We performed an exploration of Pareto-optimal Energy-
Latency tradeoffs 

§ We implement a prototype on real system and showed 
upto 57% energy saving with QoS guarantees.
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